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#1 Best Seller in Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
Featured Amazon Reviews - JuiceBox Pro 40

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Nice Feature Rich, Heavy Duty, EVSE with WiFi and Amazon Alexa Support.
July 28, 2018
Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station  Verified Purchase
I did a lot of research in trying to determine what EVSE to get for my new Nissan LEAF. I’m glad I decided on this one. There were several that were cheaper in price, but with these features and excellent reviews, I picked this JuiceBox Pro. My main reason was the ability for you to set different amperage or current levels. It will gradually adjust to the new values in just a couple of minutes or so. I liked that. Plus with the WIFI access with my Amazon Alexa, I can check the status of the charge just by asking Alexa. Or even start charging. Not sure why the Alexa skill won’t let you stop charging, but hopefully that will be fixed in an update to the skill. The Android app that you can download for free, shows all the specs live, like the voltage, amperage, power in kW, the temperature of the battery (very handy to protect the battery), the frequency of the current, how many kWh it has added along with a representation of the miles added, your charging time, and EV savings. The app even shows you a log of your charging specs. I was hesitating on spending this much on an EVSE, but I have to say, this one is well worth the price. I can’t believe how quick my EV charges now with a few more amps of current, but it will change fully in about 4 hours vs 12-18 on the stock EVSE that came with the car.
I can’t really find any negatives. Lots of people keep asking if it will still work without WIFI and the answer is yes.
4 people found this helpful

🔍 The Amazonian
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Highly recommended.
November 9, 2017
Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station  Verified Purchase
Great unit. Two screws to mount the backplate to the wall. Slip unit in. One more screw to hold it in place. Plug it in and go. It successfully made a very stable connection to my wi-fi network even though the signal in the garage is too weak for my iPhone to connect to. Excellent app and PC software. It’s capable of putting out 40A, which is overkill for my 2013 Leaf S (base model) with the standard 10.6kW charger that only draws 14.7 amps, but it’ll be fantastic if I ever pull the trigger on my dream Tesla. This base model Leaf also lacks internet connectivity, so having the powerful software capability of the Juice Box is very helpful. It is very stiff to plug into a new receptacle. I found it very effective to use a rubber mallet to drive the plug home.
5 people found this helpful

🔍 part156
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Great Charger, easy to work with and lots of flexibility.
December 4, 2017
Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station  Verified Purchase
After installing the 220v outlet in our pre-wired house, I was quickly able to plug in the Juicebox, and mount it with the supplied template. Instruction were clear on the installation. For wifi connections I had to go to the website (it would nice to have those instructions in the box too). The 24ft cord came in handy for position of the charging port on the 2018 Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid Van.
I was able to play with the settings on the mobile app to schedule the charging over night, able to restrict the charging current to 30A as a way to get this started. Later, I will increase it when I have figured out how I will be using this new Van.
It is nice looking unit, strong cable and handles, and clean App for smartphone. I like it!
3 people found this helpful

Amazon
Buy the JuiceBox Pro 40 on Amazon
William C. Ehmk

4 stars. Charger great, strange readings from the juicenet app
June 15, 2018
Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station | Verified Purchase

So far my JuiceBox 40 pro works great. It's installed on a 50 amp circuit. The only question or issue I have is how it reports changing miles from the JuiceNet app. I have a 2012 Chevy volt and selected it as my car in the app. Charging from depleted battery to full only reported 17 miles gained in the app. The car itself showed a full charge. I also charged with 10 miles range left, but the app only showed 5 miles gained when it was fully charged. I also get notifications during the day that my car is charging, even though it isn't plugged in and nowhere near the charger. Other than those quirks, everything works fine.

2 people found this helpful

Adam

5 stars. This is our first electric car and with all of the choices on EVSE's we are glad we chose the Juicebox Pro 40
October 30, 2017
Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station | Verified Purchase

Ordered the Juicebox one week ago for my BMW i3, received and installed the following day. This is our first electric car and with all of the choices on EVSE's we are glad we chose the Juicebox Pro 40. Knowing how many kWh we are using per day make us feel even better about our purchase. Took just a short time to get the unit set up on our WiFi and the features of the app figured out. Nice features that are easily used and allow us to make the most of our non peak electrical costs. When looking at any of the EVSE's or chargers as my wife and I call them make sure you get one big enough. For our car the Juicebox pro is capable of delivering the 40 amps stated but our car seems to only accept about 29.9. Again, we are very pleased with our purchase just one week in.

2 people found this helpful

YipperSkipper

5 stars. Works great--make sure you install a 50A circuit breaker!
April 29, 2018
Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station | Verified Purchase

This thing is great. It paired with my WiFi (after a few tries, kind of annoying) and later with my Echo Plus through the JuiceNet/FeMotorworks skill (which again took a bit of doing, but eventually worked). Now we use this to charge our Chevy Bolt every night. The time of use setting is awesome, as is the setting where it can warn you that you forgot to plug in the car before bed. And it is nice to be able to ask Alexa how many miles it added or what its status is or to start charging (when it otherwise would not charge due to the time-of-use setting). The outdoor installation was relatively straightforward, but it has to be installed very close to your plug. We got the plug-in version in case we move. When used outside this should be shaded, and unfortunately we installed it in a sunny spot so we had to come up with a way to cover it with some tarp. Also, it was great that we could make this a 32A charger since I stupidly had the electrician install a 40A circuit breaker instead of a 50A.

One person found this helpful

Buy the JuiceBox Pro 40 on Amazon
THOMAS WILES

Juicebox Pro 40 is the way to go.
May 28, 2018

Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station  Verified Purchase

After extensive research of the best, highest rated, most reliable, and easy to use., I decided that the best charge station for my situation was the Juicebox Pro 40. My wife and I ran the conduit from the garage down to the service panel in the basement. I installed it with overkill as I do most jobs. The hardest part was pulling the #6 wire through the 3/4” conduit. Once my circuit was complete, installation was a breeze. I installed the Juicebox Pro 40 on a piece of 24” X 24” X 3/4” finish grade plywood. The Juicebox Pro 40 supplies plenty of power to charge my Chevy Bolt 2018. I liked the features of WiFi capability and simple well made structure. Tells me that this piece of equipment is one that should last a long time. I liked my whole setup so well, that I bought a second Chevy Bolt 2017 and Juicebox Pro 40 for that one too. I installed it in series with the original now my wife and I simply plug in our cars when we get home and hey always have a full charge. It only takes a couple of hours to recharge a drained Bolt Battery. I like the style of the Juicebox Pro 40 it’s massive 24 foot long charging cable. I would recommend the Juicebox Pro 40 to anyone who wants a little bit of future proofing built into their home charge stations.

One person found this helpful

Benjamin N. Powers

Excellent charger for the money, excellent customer service
September 21, 2015

Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station  Verified Purchase

Installed this charger last week and could not be happier. Love that it is so compact, is well-tested, can be used outdoor but is plug-in rather than hardwired, and wifi. Also love the incredibly long cables, both for the plug and charger, and the 40 amp, 10 kWh capacity.

AMAZING customer service to date.

18 people found this helpful

Amazon Firend

This was recommended to me by a coworker and I have no ...
October 18, 2017

Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station  Verified Purchase

Definitely worth it as the charger that came with my Bolt was too dilliwow! This was recommended to me by a coworker and I have no regrets. Simple to use... followed the step by step instructions and installed the app. I enjoy the app's ability to monitor/receive updates, and schedule charging. As far as charging times go, I have a 220v 40amp outlet installed and the Juicebox recharges SUPER FAST... 22.6 kWh in 3 hrs. It's the plug in a set it and forget it method. Have it set to charge during non-peak hours. I really like how if the unit is unplugged or power goes out, once power is restored, it automatically reconnects to my wireless network. The unit overall has been reliable so far - don't hesitate to get one!

One person found this helpful
Michael Malagold

🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟 Great unit, great price.
February 25, 2018
Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station | Verified Purchase

This is an excellent product. I've had it for a bit more than two months and it works perfectly. Connecting it to WiFi was easy, and I've used the phone app on both Android and iPhone without a problem. It also can deliver 40 amps vs 32 on most others, and is more than $200 less expensive than the unit that the Chevrolet dealer suggested. In addition, their customer support is outstanding. I got email responses to some basic questions in minutes, even at off hours. Kudos to them.

One person found this helpful

Amazon Customer

🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟 Easy installation and network integration.
April 5, 2018
Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station | Verified Purchase

Installed JuiceBox Pro this past weekend to provide 240v charging for both of our EVs (Bolt and Tesla). So far so good. I like the 40amp capability where most chargers I evaluated max out at 32amps. The dashboard is great for looking at history. I use the iPhone app and like the ability to charge on demand when needed. Setup through our network was easy and straightforward. I ordered the carrying case and adapters in case we need to take it on the road. Cable is hefty so I feel it can take some abuse. Great purchase.

2 people found this helpful

Naresh Nakhid

🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟 JuiceBox Pro 40. Amazing product
November 22, 2017
Style: 40A Plug-in Charging Station | Verified Purchase

I recently bought a 2016 Nissan Leaf with the 30KWH battery. This is my first EV. I used the regular charger for the week and decided to get a level 2 EVSE. After much research I bought 2 of these one for my house and the other for my girlfriend's home as we live 15 miles from each other and I spend the weekends in her part of the city. This product works exactly as advertised. Set up was easy, the profile is nice and compact, and the app works the first time and every time. It has been 3 weeks or so and my car charges quickly. This unit is really nice. If you need an EVSE get this product. You won't be disappointed.

2 people found this helpful